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LOCALLY ^-SPACES 

A.J. LEDGER 

Introduction, ^-spaces and reduced ^-spaces were introduced by 0. 
Loos [11]; they include reflexion spaces [7, 8, 9] and symmetric spaces 
where the group 2 is just Z2, also .y-manifolds [1, 5, 6] where 2 is cyclic. 
The main purpose of this paper is to define local analogues of (reduced) 
^-spaces and to show that certain desirable properties are then satisfied. 
Thus, we would expect that, in addition to the above, such spaces should 
include locally symmetric spaces. Also, with suitable restrictions on 2, 
there should be an extension to the theorem that a locally symmetric space 
admits a connection invariant by local symmetries [10]. 

Theorem 1 in §3 contains the essential results with respect to the above 
remarks, where 2 is assumed to be cyclic or compact. It also indicates the 
importance of those cases where an affine connection related to the local 
structure exists. Such spaces are introduced in §4, and Theorem 2 provides 
an alternative characterisation of them. This leads, in Theorem 3, to a 
further simplification of affine locally ^-spaces under assumptions of 
analyticity. In particular, as shown in the corollary to Theorem 3, such 
analytic conditions always hold when 2 is cyclic or compact, Finally, we 
obtain alternative forms of Theorem 3 in which only tensor properties 
are required. Further results on these local structures will appear in a 
later paper. 

1. Notation. Manifolds are always finite dimensional and smooth unless 
otherwise stated. For any smooth map ^ between manifolds we again 
write (j) (or perhaps T(j>) for its differential. For any manifold M, %{M) 
is the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on M, TM (resp. TXM) is the tan
gent bundle over M (resp. the tangent space to M at x)9 and T\(M) is 
the (1, 1) tensor bundle over M. The tangent bundle over a product M x N 
is identified with TM x TN in the usual way. 

For manifolds M, N we write $\ M >-+ N for any smooth map ç5 with 
domain some subset U of M, and write <f>x for the germ of (f> at x. Let 
G(M, N) denote the set of all germs <f>„ x e M. The projection %\ 
G(M, N) -> M is defined by 0x-+x, and the evaluation map v: G(M, N) 
-+ N by v(jSx) = (j>{x). To each ^ there corresponds a section 0; x -> 0X, 
and a topology is defined on G(M, N) by the condition that sets im $ should 
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form a basis of open sets; % then becomes a local homeomorphism. 
Finally, we remark that (j>\ M >-> N is called a local diffeomorphism 

(resp. a local affine transformation) at p if $ is a diffeomorphism (resp. 
an affine transformation) of some open neighbourhood of/? onto its image. 

2. Locally i'-spaces. We model the following on the definitions of a 
locally symmetric space in terms of germs of smooth maps [10, Ch.II] and 
of a espace. 

DEFINITION 1. Let M be a manifold, 2 a Lie group, and define maps 
/ , g, h, k as follows : 

f:Mx2x2xM-+Mx2xMx2xM; 

(x, Ö-, r, >0 -> (*, <7, x, r, >0, 

g i M x ^ x ^ x M - ^ M x i ' x M ; 

O, 7̂, r, y) -> (x, <jr, ^), 

A : M x 2 ' x M x 2 ' x M - * M x 2 ' x M x 2 ' x M x 2 ' x M ; 

(x, Ö-, j , r, z) -» (x, er, j , Gzo~l, x, a, z), 

/:: M x M -> M; (x, y) -+ y. 

Suppose fi\ M x 2 -* G(M x 2? x M, M) is a continuous map such that 
for each p e M and a, T z2 

(i) TT(^(/7, a)) = (/>, (7, />), v (^0 , *)) = /?; 

(ii) o)(fi(p, e)) = k(/>>/>); 
(iii) / j (p , tf) o (id (/))<r) X fl{p, T)) O f(f f,,r,p) = /« (A ^ ) ° 2<P,e,T,p) > 

(iv) /*(/?, ^ ö - 1 ) o (p(p, a) x idar(T-i x pip, a)) ° h(/>)<7>/>>T)/>) 

= pip, a) o (id^ x id, x ^(/7, r)); 
here e is the identity element of 2 and o>: G{M x 2 x M, M) -• 
G(M x M, M) is defined by o>(0(*,,,;>,)) = <p(x>y) where <̂ (w, <j, v) = ^(w, v). 
Then we call the triple (M, 2, /u), or perhaps just M, a locally ^-space. 

We next describe the above in terms of local maps. Let the smooth 
map <j>: M x 2 x M >-> M represent p(p, <j), where dom <f> = U' x V x 
U'. Now im 0 is a neighbourhood of /*(/?, a) in G(M x 2 x M, M) so, 
by the continuity of p, there is a neighbourhood U x V of (p, <j) such that 
fi(U x V) c: im 0. Hence, for each (x, r) e C/ x K, 0 represents /j(x, z), 
and it follows from (i) that U x V x U c dom ^. Write ( / x K a s 
(7, x K„ and ç?| £/a x F , x £/, as / v Then a straightforward interpreta
tion of the conditions in Definition 1 leads to the following equivalent 
formulation. 

LEMMA 1. Let M be a locally 2-space and let p e M. Then to each a e 2 
there can be assigned an open neighbourhood Ua x Va x Ua of (p, a, p) 
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in M x 2 x M together with a smooth map fjta\ Ua x Va x Ua -> M 
such that 

(21) fia(p, a,p)=p; 
(22) jue(x, e, y) = y for x,yeUe; 
(23) for each a, ze2 there exist neighbourhoods U of p, V of a, and 

Wofz such that if x, y, z e U, â e K, f e W, then 
(a) jua(x, a, fjLt(x, z, y)) = juaT(x, at, y)9 and 
(b) fjia(x, a, juT(y, z, z)) = juffTff-i(/Lta(x, a, y), äzä~l, /ua(x, ä, z)); and 
(24) if p, pf e M and {jua\cr e 2}, {/uf

a\a e 2} denote the corresponding 
sets of maps then for a, a' e 2 and (x, z9 x) e dorn jua fi dorn / v there is a 
neighbourhood of (x, z, x) on which juff = /v-

Conversely, suppose M is a manifold, 2 is a Lie group, and for each 
p e M there is a set of smooth maps <Fp = {jua: Ua x Va x Ua -> M\ 
a e 2}, where each Ua x Va x Ua is an open neighbourhood of(p, a, p) in 
M x 2 x M. If &M = \Jp^M&psatisfies(2ï)~-(24t)> then M is a locally 
2-space such that, for each (p, a) e M x 2 and (x, z) e Ua x Va, jua 

represents fji(x, z). 

We shall call <FM, as above, a locally ^-structure on M, and <FP a locally 
^-structure at p. Of course 3FM

 ls n o * unique for a given locally espace; 
in particular, for each p e M and <Fp as above, the domain of any jua can 
be restricted to some neighbourhood Üa x Va x Üa of (p, a, p)\ we call 
any &P(&M) obtained in this way a refinement of 3Fp(^M). It will always 
be clear that any proof using one &M or SFP is independent of such a 
choice and we omit such details. We also remark that Definition 1 allows 
us to avoid the tedious introduction of equivalence relations on locally 
^-structures. 

The above notation will be used for $Fp. Also, for fixed (x, r) e Uff x Va 

we denote by jua(x, z, — ) the map Uff -» M; y -+ juff(x, z, y). Then, in 
particular, we may write jua(x, a, — ) more simply as ax. We also note from 
(21) and (24) that /xa(x, z,x) = x for (x, z, x) e dorn fia. 
, Now, as a consequence of (21), for each a e 2, a (1, 1) tensor field Sa 

is defined on M by Sa
pXp = er̂ Ä^ for p e M, Xpe TpM. This definition is 

clearly independent of the choice of 5FM. We call the induced map 5 : 
2 x M -» 77(M); (#, x) -> 5J the symmetry map; it has the following 
properties. 

LEMMA 2. (i) 77ze map a -* S£ w a representation of 2 on TpM; 
(ii) < 7 ^ = (/ - S*)Jfy, where op\ Ua-* M is defined by op(x) = 0"*(/O; 

(iii)/or eacA <r, r, ^2 there exist open neighbourhoods U of p, V of a, 
and Wofz such that for x e U, a e V, z e Wy and Xe&(U) 

M*> ô, -)(SfX) = S™-lfiff{x, a, - ) * 
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(iv) the symmetry map is smooth. 

PROOF, (i) This it immediate from (21), (22) and (23). In particular, 
we note that Sa

p has inverse S°p~
l and so op is a local diffeomorphism at p. 

(ii) Using Leibniz's formula on the map Ua -> M; x -• juff(x9 a, x) = x 
we have Xp = fia(Xp, 0a, Xp) = ^ ^ + 07,^ and (ii) follows. 

(iii) In the notation described after Lemma 1, we obtain from (23)(b) 

ÌMÀx9 ft - ) ° M y , r, - ) ) A', 

= juffTff-i(jua(x, ft y), äzär\ - ) o ^ ( x , ft - ) ^ r 

Then by (24) and the definition of S 

ft(x, ft - ) (S*Xy) = S ™ " 1 ^ * , ft - ) Jry, 

which gives (iii). 

(iv) Let l e &(Ua). The composition of smooth maps 

£/„ x Va -> r*7„ x 7T , x 777, _ZV̂  TM 

0>, T) -+ (o„ or, J Q - s % 

shows that 5 is smooth on Uff x Va and hence on M x 2 as required. 

3. Reduced locally ^-spaces. 

DEFINITION 2. A locally 2-space M is reduced if for each pe M 
(25) TPM is generated by the set of all (I - S°)(TpM\ that is TpM = 

gen{(/ - S*)XP\XP e TPM. a e 2}; 
(26) if J^ G TpM and (7 - S*)XP = 0 for all a e 2, then X^ = 0, thus 

no non-zero vector at p is fixed by all Sa. 
We note that a espace arises as a special case of Lemma 1 when a 

smooth map p\ M x 2 x M -> M is prescribed with the properties that 
maps tf\,: M -• M; j> -> ^(.y) = //(x, #, 7) satisfy (21)-(23) globally. 
Thus 2-spaces are also locally 2-spaces. The same is true for the reduced 
case since (25) and (26) are global conditions. 

It is also clear from Definitions 1 and 2 that any open submanifold of a 
(reduced) locally 2-space is a (reduced) locally 2-space. 

We now state the theorem referred to in the introduction. 

THEOREM 1. Let (M, 2, fj) be a reduced locally 2-space where 2 is cyclic 
or compact. Then there exists a unique connection on M with respect to 
which 

(i) the curvature and torsion tensor fields R and T associated with the 
connection are covariant constant; 

(ii) each ST is covariant constant; 
(iii) for any <F'p as in Lemma 1, a e 2, and (x, z)^Ua x Vff, the map 

Mff(x, T, — ) is an affine transformation of Uff into M. 
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In proving the theorem, the two cases will be treated separately except 
for (i) and the uniqueness of the connection which are proved jointly at 
the end. 

First we prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3. Let (M, 2, p) be a locally 2-space and(p, a)eM x 2. Then 
for all (x, z) in some open neighbourhood U x Vof(p, a), /ua(x, z, —) is 
a diffeomorphism of U into M. 

PROOF. We see from (22) and (a) of (23) that there is an open neigh
bourhood U x Vof (p, a) such that for (x, z) e U x V 

ßäK*, *~\ M*> *> - ) ) = idc/-

Thus fia(x, z, —)\U : U -+ M is injective and has an invertible differential 
at each point, hence jua(x, z, — ) is a diffeomorphism of U into M as 
required. 

Case 1. Suppose (M, 2, fi) is a reduced locally ^-space with 2 cyclic and 
generated by some element o. In this case one easily proves that (25) 
and (26) are equivalent. Furthermore, since 2 is cyclic it has the discrete 
topology and we may choose <FP = {UT x {z} x UT\ze2} Write 
MT(X> T> — ) = ?x a s usual. By Lemma 3, we may assume that, for each 
xe UT, zx is a diffeomorphism of Uv into M. Now for X, Ye^(Ua) 
define a vector field V ^ o n ua by 

(yXY)x = [(/ - S*"1)"1 *,Y- S^axY]x. 

Note that (/ — S*-1)-1 exists because a generates 2 and (26) is satisfied. 
One can easily verify that a connection V is defined on U by the above 
relation. Moreover, ax(y) is smooth in x and y, from which V is smooth. 
Now p e M is arbitrary and, as a consequence of (24), we see that a con
nection, again denoted by V, is defined on M by the above construction. 

From (iii) of Lemma 2 we have 

(VX(S*Y))P = [(/ - S*-l)-iX, S'Y - S^afY], 

= [(/ - S*-yiX9 S*(Y - S<-lapY)]p 

= S'[(/ - S*"1)-1*, Y - S°-lapY]p, 

where the last equality is a consequence of 

(Y-S^l0PY)p = Q. 

Thus VS" = 0 at p and hence on M. Since Sa is invertible, VSr = 0 for 
each r e i 

Next, from (b) of (23), there is a neighbourhood U of p such that for 
y,zeU, 

<?p(7y(z) = Gop{y)<?p{z\ 
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This implies, in particular, that ap(y) e Uff. Then, for y e U, 

VpWxY)y = [(/ - Sr-yiapX, GpY - S°-lGp<jyY]ap{y) 

= [(/ - S ' - ^ - v r , GPY - s°-lGap{y)GP]ap{y) 

Hence ^ is a local affine transformation at p; clearly, the same is true for 
each Tp9 zt2. Thus we have proved (ii) and (iii). 

Before proving the theorem for compact 2 we require the following 
lemma. 

LEMMA 4. Let (M, 2, p) be a locally 2-space with 2 compact, and let 
p e M. Then there exists an open neighbourhood Ü of p in M and a smooth 
map fjLp: Ü x 2 x Ü -* M which represents ft(x, G) for each (x, G) G Ü x 
2. Write jup(x, G9 y) = Gx(y). Then p has an open neighbourhood U <=. 0 
such that for all x,y,zeU and G,Z S 2, 

(ii) GX is a diffeomorphism of U into M. 

PROOF. Let &p = {juff: Ua x Va x Uff -> M\GS2) be any locally 
^-structure at p, and for each G choose a closed neighbourhood Va of 
G with Va <= Va. Now {Va\G e 2} is a cover of J? by neighbourhoods and 
so has a finite subcover {P,.|/ e 1, 2, . . . r} of 2\ 

Write WK = Uai fi t/^ H • • • H Uffr, and let E cz PF be a Euclidean 
neighbourhood of/?. Let W^ => W2 ^ • • • be a sequence of open balls in 
E with intersection {/?}, and suppose for each n there exists zn^2 such 
that, for some /, j , we have zn e F,. H Va. and for some *w, yn e Wn, 
Mafan* *n, 7 J * faj(xn, zni yn). We know that the sequence (zn) has a 
subsequence converging to a point r e i 

Now it follows from (2*4) that there are neighbourhoods U' of p and 
V of T such that, for i,y e {1, 2, . . . , r} and z e Va. f) P,y, #,. = /^. on 
U' x V x U'. Moreover, we may assume from the closed property of 
each V0. that V fl Va. is empty if z<£ Va.. Therefore, by choosing Wn c= U\ 
we obtain a contradiction to the earlier assumption that juai(xn, zn, y„) 
7* fjtff.(x„, zn, yn). Thus p has an open neighbourhood 0 such that 
Ü c Wand, for z,y G {1, 2, . . . , r), /^. and /^y agree on (Ü x Va. x 0) 
Ç\ {Ü x Va. x Ü). Hence we obtain a unique map jup: 0 x 2 x Ü -* M 
satisfying for each /, jup = juai on Ü x Va. x 0. Clearly jup represents 
p(x, G) for (x, G) e Ü x 2. 

Next, choose W\=> W2 => • • • as before, and suppose for each n there 
exists (G„, zn)e2 x 2 such that the equations 

MP(X> <?n, Mx> tn, y)) = Mx> On**» y\ 

fJLp(x> on, Mp(y> r » ' Z ) ) = MM** On* y \ O^nZnGn1, JUp(x, Gnfi, z)) 
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are not valid everywhere on Wn. Then, by the compactness of 2 x 2 
there is a subsequence of ((<jM, zn)) converging to some point (<j, z). But 
Up represents ju(p, G) and /u(p, z) so, by (iv) of Definition 1, there are neigh
bourhoods Ui of/?, Vi of G, and V2 of z such that for x, y, z e Uh G' S Vl9 

and T' e V2, 

Mp(x, o\ jup(x9 z, y)) = jnp(x, G'Z\ y), 

[ip{x, o\ /up(y, z\ z)) = jup(/xp(x9 a\ y), G'Z'G'-1, JUP(X, G\ Z)). 

This shows that the sequence ((<7W, z„)) cannot exist, hence p has an open 
neighbourhood U' a Ü for which (i) is true. 

To prove (ii), we again consider Wi^> W2 => • • • where W\ a 0, 
and suppose that for each n there exists (xn, zn) e Wn x 2 for which the 
map Wn -> M\ y -* jup(xn, zn, y) is not a diffeomorphism into M. Then 
there exists z e 2 and a subsequence of ((xw, rw)) converging to (p, z). This 
is clearly impossible by Lemma 3. Thus p has an open neighbourhood 
U c U' satisfying the two conditions. 

Case 2. Let (M, 2 fi) be a reduced locally ^-space with ^-compact. Let 
p 6 Af and use the notation and properties of Lemma 4. For fixed X, 
re#XM),and G e 2, write 

Clearly, Z(^><y) can be defined similarly for each x e M so a map Z(A", F): 
M x 2 -> TM; (x, tf) «-> Z(Xi(r)(J!r, y) is defined. 

Now for ( j c , ( 7 ) e ( / x 2 we have Z(x>(T)(X, Y) = [X, Sff~\axY)]x9 and 
it follows from the smoothness of jup in Lemma 4 that Z(T, 7) is smooth on 
0x2, hence on M x X Next, write feFfâda for the normalised bi-
invariant Haar integral on 2, where F may be vector valued, and define 
a vector field V^ Y on Af by 

Since Z(X, y) is smooth the integral exists and VXY is smooth. We show 
that V is a connection on M. 

Firstly, (A", 7) -> V^K is clearly additive in A^and Y. Secondly, for any 
smooth function/on M 

ZpJfX, Y) = L/X S^GpY]p 

= -Yp(f)Xp+f(p)ZpJX, Y). 

Hence, using jsdG = 1, we have 

WfxY), = L/X Y]p + w)*> -/(/>) j / W ^ m* 
= ApWxY)p. 

Thirdly, 
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ZPt/X, fY) = [X, S°~Xfo a-pl)apY]p 

= dS^Xp)f)Yp +f{p)ZPta{X, Y). 

Furthermore, it is clear from the linearity and left invariance of the 
integral that for all t e 2 

S»f S'Xpda = f S"Xpdff = f S'Xpda, 

and so ^S'Xpda = 0 by (^6). Hence \^S0~lXp)fda = 0, and from (2) 
(Vx(/J% = [Jr,/Y]> -ÄP) hZpA*, Y)da = X / / ) y # + f(p)(VxY)f. 
Thus V is a connection on M. 

Next, from (iii) of Lemma 2, 

z,,,(z,sry) = [x, s<-l
ffp(s<Y)]p 

= [X, S^S'^apY]/, 

= [X, S'S'-'apY];, 

= &xS%Yp + S<ZPi<!(X, Y) 

where £CX denotes Lie derivation. Hence 

Wx(S*Y))p = [X, S*Y]p - (J?xS%Yp - S^2Zp,a(X, Y)dcr 

= S*(VxY)p, 

and it follows that each ST is covariant constant at/7, hence on M. 
Finally, to prove (iii) of the theorem, it is sufficient to show that each 

zp\ U is an affine transformation of U into M. Now, from Lemma 4, if 
x e U, then 

ZpZx>a(X, Y) = Tp[X, S°-l(axY)]x 

= [zpX, ZpS°-XaxY)]Xp{x) 

= [TpX, S^^\zpaxY)]Tpix) 

= [TpX, S"-l*-\zo>u-%{x)XpY]Tp{x) 

= ZTptoiTor-WpX, TpY), 

where we note that zp(U) c #. 
Hence for x eU, 

zp^ZXiff(X, Y)da = §2TpZXtff(X, Y)da 

= J ZTP(x)fTOT-i(TpX, ZpY)da 

= ]Ztp(x)9<fapX> TpY)d(T. 
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It follows immediately from the definition of VXY that zp is an affine 
transformation of U into M, as required. 

It remains only to prove (i) and the uniqueness of the connection; 
the next lemma does this for both cases. 

LEMMA 5. Let (M, 2, p) be a reduced locally 2-space which admits 
connections V, V. Suppose, with respect to each connection, we have that, 
for all p, a, the tensor field Sa is covariant constant and, with the usual 
notation, each ap is a local affine transformation at p. Then V = V. More
over, the curvature and torsion tensor fields R and T associated with V 
are covariant constant. 

PROOF. Define a tensor field D of type (1,2) on M by D(X, Y) = VXY -
V'XY. Let SFp be any locally i'-structure at p, and use the notation of 
Lemma 1. Then 

S*(D(Xp, Yp)) = <jpD(Xp, Yp) = D(ppXp, apYp) 

= D(S*Xp, S'Yp) = S°n(S°Xp, Yp). 

Hence, for all a e 2, S°Dp((I - S°)X, Y) = 0, and so Dp((I - S°)X, Y) = 
0. But X, Y are any vector fields and by applying (^5) we obtain Dp = 0; 
hence D = 0 on M and V = V as required. 

Next, with the usual notation, let y be a geodesic through p in Ua with 
tangent vector field V, and let X, Y, Z be parallel vector fields along y. 
Since op is a local affine transformation and Sa is covariant constant we 
have at p 

(3) S«R(X, Y)Z = R(S°X, S«Y)S°Z 

(4) S*(VVR)(X, Y)Z = (VSffVR)(S°X, S*Y)S*Z. 

But, clearly, these equations are valid at every point of 7-. Covariant 
differentiation of (3) along y gives 

(5) Sff(VvR)(X, Y)Z = (VVR)(S"X, S°Y)S*Z. 

Then (4) and (5) implies 

(Va-^rJlXS'JT, S«Y)S°Z = 0 

at p, and it follows from (^5) that VR = 0 at p, hence on M. The same 
method of proof given VT = 0, as required. 

REMARK 1. If 2 is finite of order k, then Case 2 still applies with the 
usual interpretation that the integral should be replaced by an average 
value. Thus, the formula for V^^ becomes 

(VxY)p = [X, Y]p - (llk)EZpA^ Y). 
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REMARK 2. It is not immediately clear that the definition of a locally 
symmetric space given in [10, Ch. II] is equivalent to the present definition 
of a reduced locally J?-space with 2 = Z2 because (26) is replaced in 
[10, Ch. II] by the condition that p should be an isolated fixed point of 
a p. However, as a consequence of either definition, there exists a con
nection with the two properties described in Lemma 5; in particular ap 

has differential S% at p. Equivalence of the two definitions then follows 
easily. By Remark 1, the common connection is given by (VxY)p = 0/2) 
[X, Y + Gp(Y)]p. 

4. Affine locally i'-spaces. A locally espace (M, 2, fi) will be called 
affine if a connection V is defined on it satisfying (iii) of Theorem 1. 
The space is then denoted by ((M, V), 29 fi). Thus such spaces contain 
those of Theorem 1, and, as the following lemma shows, can be largely 
characterised by properties of the symmetry map, thereby providing in 
some cases a simplification of Definition 1. 

THEOREM 2. Let 2 be a Lie group and M a manifold with a connection 
V satisfying the following properties: 

(Si) there exists a map 

S:2 x M -> T\(M); (a, x) -» S°x; 

(S2)for each p e M, the map a -> Sa
p is a representation of 2 on TpM; 

(53) for each (/?, a) e M x 2 there exist open neighbourhoods Uff of p, 
Va of G and a smooth amp jua: Ua x Va x Ua -> M such that for each 
(x, r) e U0 x Va, juff(x9 r, — ) is an affine transformation of Ua into M 
which fixes x and has differential Si at x; and 

(54) for each p e M, and a, T e 2 there exist open neighbourhoods U of 
P, y of (7, and W of z such that for x e U, ö e V, t e W and X e %(U) 

pjix, <7, -)(SfX) = S™'1 jua(x, <j, -)X. 

Then there is a unique affine locally 2-space ((M, V), 2, fi) with symmetry 
map S. Conversely, every affine locally 2-space has the above properties. 

PROOF. For p e M write <Fp for the set of maps ju<ncre2 in (S3) ; clearly 
it may be assumed that each Ua is connected. We then show that <FM = 
{JptEM&'p is t n e required locally ^-structure on M. As usual, it is sufficient 
to consider only <£?p. 

Now (21) is immediate from (S3). Also (22) follows by noting that 
jue(x, e, — ) fixes x and has differential Se

x = id at x; since ße(x, e9 —) 
is an affine transformation on the connected neighbourhood Ue, it is the 
identity map [3, Ch. VI]. 

For (23), it follows by continuity that each side of (a) and (b) is defined 
for some connected neighbourhood U of p and neighbourhoods V, W 
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of a, T respectively. We may also assume (S4) for such neighbourhoods. 
Consider y as a variable in (a). Using (52), we see that each side of (a) 
defines an affine transformation of U into M which fixes x and has dif
ferential Sf at x. Similarly, considering 2 as a variable in (b), each side 
defines an affine transformation of U into M sending y to juff(x, ö> y). 
The differentials of the two maps at y are Xy -• jua(x, 0, — ) SfXy and 
S°f°~ljua(

x> 0, —)Xy. It follows, using (£4), that (a) and (b) are satisfied. 
A similar proof establishes (24). Thus, with the notation of (24), each 

(x, T, x) e dorn ßff f] dorn / v has a neighbourhood U x V x Urn 
dorn//, fi dom/v with U connected. Then jua(x, r, — ) and /v(x, 0> — ) 
agree at JC and have the same differential there; hence they agree on U. 
The existence of (M, 2, fi) is now a consequence of Lemma 1. Its uni
queness, for a given V and S, follows from (iii) of Theorem 1 since each 
fjLa(x, T, — ) is determined on Ua by Sz

x (assuming, as we may, that Ua 

is connected). The converse is immediate from earlier results. 

We shall call (M, 2, fi) an analytic locally 2-space when M is a (real) 
analytic manifold and in Definition 1 G(M x 2 x M, M) is the set of 
germs of local analytic maps. Then Lemma 1 still applies with the obvious 
modification that each jua should be analytic. Similarly, for such (M, 2, 
fi) to be affine it is understood that the connection is required to be 
analytic. We now prove the following theorem for this case. 

THEOREM 3. Let 2 be a Lie group and M an analytic manifold with an 
analytic connection V such that to each (x, a) e M x 2 there corresponds 
a local affine transformation ox at x with ax(x) = x. Define 

S: 2 x M -> T}(M); (a, x) -> S°x by Sa
xXx = axXx. 

Suppose 
(i)for each x e M, the map a -» S° is a representation of 2 on TXM\ 
(ii) S is an analytic map; and 

(Hi) for each (x, a) s M x 2 there is a neighbourhood Nx of x on which 

cx(S*X) = S<™-\(TxX)for Te29 Xe&(Nx). 

Then there is a unique analytic affine locally 2-space ((M, V), 2, ft) with 
symmetry map S. Conversely, every analytic affine locally 2-space has the 
above properties. 

PROOF. We use some standard properties of the exponential map 
denoted by Exp: TM >-> M. First choose a neighbourhood N of the zero 
section in TM for which the map exp: N -* M x M; Xx -+ (x, Exp Xx) 
is an analytic diffeomorphism onto a neighbourhood of the diagonal 
in M x M. Note that the map S: 2 x TM -> TM; (a, Xx) -+ SaXx is 
analytic since S is analytic. Now let p e M and, for each a e 2, choose 
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open neighbourhoods Va of a and W0 of 0^ such that S(Va x Wa) c N. 
We may assume Wa a N and exp Wa = Ua x £/„ where £/„ is a con
nected neighbourhood of /?. It follows that the map 

fjLa:Ua x Va x £/, -• M; (x, z-, j>) -+ (Exp o Sv ° exp"1)^, >>) 

is defined and analytic. We show that the conditions in Theorem 2 are 
satisfied by maps jLta as above. 

For (x, Z)G Uff x Vt>, choose a normal neighbourhood U = Exp UQ 
of x on which zx acts as an affine transformation. Then for Xx e £/0, 
Exp S r Zx = T* Exp Xx. Hence, for y e U, (Exp oSTo exp"1)(x, y) = rx(.y), 
and so jua(x, T, — ) is an affine transformation (equal to TX) on a neigh
bourhood of x. Since £/, is connected and jua analytic, juff(x, r, — ) is an 
affine transformation of Ua into M. The rest of (S3) is easily verified. 

To prove (54), let (x, <j, z) e Ua x F^ x i7. We know that /^(x, <j, — ) = 
dx on some neighbourhood of x, so from (iii), the two maps 

y^S^-'fi^â, -)Xy 

agree on a neighbourhood of x, X being an analytic vector field on Ua. 
Since each map is analytic with domain Ua they agree on Ua. Now (SA) 
follows as a special case. Thus the first part of Theorem 3, including 
uniqueness, follows using Theorem 2. 

Conversely, suppose given an analytic affine locally ^-space with 
symmetry map S. Then (ii) follows just as (iv) of Lemma 2. Also, as a 
special case of (iii) of Lemma 2, 

ap(S*X) = S™-l(<jpX) 

on some neighbourhood of/?, where ap is now analytic. As before, by 
choosing Ua connected and using the analyticity of S it results that the 
above equation is valid on Uff (independent of the choice of z), and (iii) 
is an immediate consequence. This completes the proof. 

COROLLARY. Let (M, 2, ft) be a reduced locally 2-space with 2 cyclic 
or compact. Then (M, 2, fi) admits the structure of an analytic affine reduced 
locally 2-space. 

PROOF. With respect to the connection V obtained in Theorem 1, we 
know that (M, 2, fi) is affine. Also R and T are covariant constant, 
hence, by [3, Ch. VI], M is an analytic manifold with respect to the atlas 
of normal coordinate neighbourhoods, and V is analytic. The corollary 
will now follow from Theorem 2 provided we prove that S is analytic. 

Let U be a normal neighbourhood of/? in M. Now each Sa is covariant 
constant and so has constant components with respect to adapted frames 
and coframes of vector fields and 1-forms parallel along geodesies through 
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p. Furthermore, as a particular case of Lemma 2, the map 2 -• TPM; 
a -» Sp defines a continuous homomorphism of 2 into GL(TpM), and 
hence is analytic. Thus, S is analytic on 2 x U and therefore on 2 x M. 
This completes the proof. 

We next give an alternative version of Theorem 3 where the assumptions 
that particular local affine transformations should exist are replaced by 
assumptions on R, T and S. Thus, analytic affine locally ^-spaces can be 
characterised entirely by tensor properties, albeit infinite in number. 

First, a few remarks on notation. A tensor field P of type (1, r) will be 
called S1'-invariant if, for all Xh ... Xre %(M) and a s 2, SffP(Xh ..., 
Xr) = P(SaXh ..., SaXr). Also higher order covariant differentials are 
defined inductively by (Vm+lP)(Xh . . . , Xm+n Y) = (V r (V^) ) (Xh . . . , 
Xm+r) and (Vm+1P)x(Xh . . . , XM+r, Y) denotes evaluation at x. 

THEOREM 4. Let 2 be a Lie group, M an analytic manifold with an an
alytic connection V, and S: 2 x M -• T{(M); (<j, x) -+ Sa

xa map. Suppose 
(i)for eachp e M the map a -> Sa

p is a representation of 2 on TpM\ 
(ii) S is an analytic map; 

(iii) R, T and all their covariant differentials are S2-invariant; and 
(iv) S«(V'S*)(Xh . . . , Xr+1) = ( V ^ 1 ) ^ , . . . , S'Xr+1) for all 

a9Ts2, Xh . . . , Xr+1e3?(M), r = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
Then there is a unique analytic affine locally espace ((M, V), 2, fi) 

with symmetry map S. Conversely, every analytic affine locally 2-space 
has the above properties. 

PROOF. Assume (i)—(iv) above. Now it is immediate from (iii) and 
[3, Ch. VI] that, for each pe M, there exists a local affine transformation 
(Tp with differential S% at p. Next let y be a geodesic through p with tangent 
vector field V, and let X be a parallel vector field along 7-. Then, using 
(iv), we have, for m ^ 1, 

(V?pv(<TpS*X))p = « 7 / W * X))p = S*((VVS*)X)p 

= S*W"S%(Xp, Vp, ..., Vp) 

= (V™s<™-l)p(S«Xp9 S°Vp, ...., S°Vp) 

= WmS™-l)p(cTpXp, OpVp, ..., apVp) 

= WpV{S™-lapX))p. 

also 

^ j r , = s * s ^ = s™-xopXp 

by (i). 
Thus the vector field apS

xX - Saza lapX and its covariant derivatives 
with respect to apV are zero at p. 
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Since the vector field is analytic along op ° y it must be zero there, and 
(iii) of Theorem follows easily. 

Conversely, the conditions given in Theorem 3 imply (iii) immediately 
and (iv) follows by the above method. The proof of the corollary is now 
complete. 

We next obtain analogues of Theorem 4 assuming 2 to be cyclic or 
compact. The infinite set of equations then reduces to a finite set. We 
require the following lemma. 

LEMMA 6. Suppose ((M, V), 2, fi) is an affine locally 2-space and D is 
a tensor field of type (I, 2) on M which is Ss-invariant and satisfies VD = 
0. Then ((M, V), 2, fi) is an affine locally 2-space with respect to the con
nection V defined by Vx = Vx + Dx, where DXY = D(X, Y) for X, 
Ye&(M). 

PROOF. With the notation of Lemma 1, each jua(x, z, —) is an affine 
transformation, with respect to V, of Ua into M. We may assume Ua 

to be connected and then it is clear from the above assumptions on Z), 
that /^(.x, T, — ) is an affine transformation with respect to V. The exist
ence of ((M, V), 2, fi) follows immediately from Theorem 2. 

THEOREM 5. Let 2 be a cyclic group generated by a, and (M, V) an 
affine manifold with a smooth (1,1) tensor field Sff such that 

(a) Sff and I — Sff are invertibie; and 
(b) R, VR, r , VT, VS*, and V2Sff are S°-invariant. 

Then there exists a unique ((M, V), 2, fi) with symmetry map S defined 
by 

Sf = (S#*, jfc e Z. 

PROOF. Define a tensor field D and a connection V on M by 

D(X, Y) = W„^)-lxS')S*-lY 

and VXY = VXY - D(X, Y\ X, Ye&(M). Let_£ and T denote the 
curvature and torsion tensor fields associated with V. By [1], we know that 
VA = Vf = Vu = VSff = 0, also R, T, and D are SMnvariant. As 
remarked earlier, the properties VR = VT = 0 imply that (M, V) admits 
an analytic structure. Then VSa = 0 implies that Sa is analytic, hence 
S is analytic. We now see from Theorem 4 that there exists a unique ((M, 
V), 2, fi) with symmetry map S. Hence, by Lemma 6, there exists a 
unique ((M, V), 2, fi) as above. 

THEOREM 6. Let 2 be a compact Lie group, (M, V) an affine manifold, 
andS: 2 x M -> T\{M)\ (a, x) *-+ Sa

xa smooth map. Suppose 
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(a) for each p e M the map a >-* Sp" is a representation of 2 on TPM 
satisfying (25) (or equivalenti}) (26)); 

(b) for all X,Y,Ze 3C(M), and a, te 2, 
(i) S°(VS*)(X, Y) = (VS™-1)(S<'X, S'Y), 
(ii) S'(V2S*)(X, Y) = (V2S'w"1XS»Jir, S'Y, S'X); and 

(c) R , VR, T, and VTare S2-invariant. 
Then there exists a unique ((M, V), 2, ft) with symmetry map S. 

PROOF. We first construct a connection V satisfying VR = VT = VS" 
= 0, a e 2, and for which R and T are S^-invariant. Thus, define a 
tensor field D of type (1, 2) on M by the relation 

D(X, Y) = DXY= J ( V j r W 1 Ydff. 

For r e i , 

Dx(S*Y) = f <$xS')S'-\S*Y)da 

= Vx(S*Y) - ^S°(Vx(S°-lS*Y)da 

= VX(S*Y) - S ' f ST-1S'(Vx(S''-1SrY))dff 

= VX(S*Y) - S* f 1S
("-lrrl(Vx(5'''~lry))J(T 

= VrfS'Y) - S* f S 'CV*^ 1 y ) ) ^ 

= V^S'y) + S*DXY - S^XY. 

Hence, the derivation D satisfies DXST = VXST for all r e X 
Also, D is S^-invariant. For, using (b)(i), 

Sr(DxY) = f S^xS'XS"'1 Y)da 

= f S'ÇVS'W-1 Y, X)da 

= f (V5,^"1)(Srff_lr"1(5'-y), S*X)do 

= f (VS'XÄ^'S'r, S'JT)^ 

= DS,X(S<Y). 

Next we show that VZ) is S^-invariant. Thus, 
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(VD)(X, Y, Z) = (VZD)(X, Y) 

= VZD(X, Y) - D(VZX, Y) - D(X9 VZY) 

= ^VZ((VS-)(S^Y, X))da 

- ^(VS'XS^Y, VzX)da - $ (VxS')S'-\VzY)d(T 

= ^(V2S-)(S--1Y,X,Z)da 

+ ^(VS-)((VzS^1)Y,X)d(7. 

Hence, from (b) (ii), 

S*((VD)(X, 7, Z)) = f (VZS^W-^iS'Y), S*X, S*Z)da 

+ f (VS™Tl)((VSrZS"-hl)S*Y, S*X)dc 

= f {V2S'){Sa~lS'Y, S ^ , S*Z)<k 

= (vz>)(Srx, ST, s*z), 
as required. 

Define a connection V on M by the relation V* = V* — Dx. Then, 
as shown above, VST = 0, r e 2". Now let P be any tensor field of type 
(1, r) on M such that P and VP are S^-invariant. Since D is S^-invariant, 
it follows easily that VP is ^-invariant. Then, following the proof of 
Lemma 5, we obtain VP = 0. In particular, this givs VD — 0 and, 
from (e), VP = VT = 0. As shown in [1], the curvature and torsion 
tensor fields associated with V and V are related by 

T(X, Y) = T(X, Y) + DYX - DXY 

and 

R(X, Y) = R(X, Y) - [DX9 DY] - DT{X>Y). 

Consequently, R and T are ^-invariant and VR = VT = 0. With 
respect to the corresponding analytic structure on (M, V) we see that each 
Sa is analytic since VSa = 0, and it follows easily that S is analytic. As 
an immediate application of Theorem 4 we see there exists a unique 
((M, V), 2, fi) with symmetry map S. Finally, since D is ^-invariant and 
VD = 0 we obtain the required affine locally JJ-space ((Af, V), 2, fi) by 
applying Lemma 6, and the proof is complete. 
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